Abstract-This paper presents a dangerous low-cost traffic analysis attack in packet-based networks, such as the Internet. The attack is mountable in any scenario where a shared routing resource exists among users. A real-world attack successfully compromised the privacy of a user without requiring significant resources in terms of access, memory, or computational power. The effectiveness of our attack is demonstrated in a scenario where the user's DSL router uses FCFS scheduling policy. Specifically, we show that by using a low-rate sequence of probes, a remote attacker can obtain significant traffic-timing and volume information about a particular user, just by observing the round trip time of the probes. We also observe that even when the scheduling policy is changed to round-robin, while the correlation reduces significantly, the attacker can still reliably deduce user's traffic pattern. Most of the router scheduling policies designed to date are evaluated mostly on the metrics of throughput, delay and fairness. Our work is aimed to demonstrate a need for considering an additional metric that quantifies the information leak between the individual traffic flows through the router.
I. INTRODUCTION
As more of our daily activities are carried out over the Internet, the concern for their secrecy becomes increasingly urgent. This paper presents a straightforward, yet powerful traffic analysis attack that takes advantage of the side channel that is introduced by shared routing resources within packetbased networks, such as the Internet. To describe the side channel in more detail, we will consider an example of a user, Alice, using the Internet from home. She is connected by a DSL connection to her Internet Service Provider (ISP). The largest threats to the privacy of Alice's communication come either from a compromise of her home computer, or from an unscrupulous employee at her ISP. However, The ISP is bound by anti-wiretapping laws [1] to not invade into her privacy. In any case, Alice uses cryptographic protection, such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) [2] to protect the most sensitive data, such as passwords and credit card numbers.
An attacker, Bob, is curious about Alice's activities. He does not have access to Alice's computer or her ISP. In fact, Bob can possibly be on another ISP, possibly in another country. However, Bob has access to a resource in use by Alice, namely the packet queue inside her DSL router. This resource allows him to create a side channel that will leak information about Alice's traffic. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 . Bob sends a low-bandwidth, but high frequency probe to the router and measures the round-trip time (RTT) of his probe packets. The DSL has an incoming and an outgoing port, for the traffics addressed to, and originating from Alice's computer. Bob's probe responses and Alice's incoming traffic share the same queue, hence the delay that Bob observes would vary based on the pattern of traffic addressed to Alice.
Although the pings travel through various intermediate routers, their roundtrip time is primarily affected by Alice's traffic. This is because of two reasons. One, the intermediate routers have significantly higher bandwidth compared to the volume of the traffic flowing through them. Also, the intermediate routers carry multiple traffic flows. These two imply that the delays incurred at these routers does not change with time. Hence, the delay induced by the users' traffic is well preserved. We will demonstrate that, in fact, the delay in Bob's traffic pattern is strongly correlated with Alice's traffic pattern such that Bob can infer the activity Alice engages in. The strength of this attack lies in the fact that it does not require special access or privileges for the attacker. The attacker does not even need high computational power. Note that our attack can only reveal the timing and the volume of the traffic, and not the actual contents of the packets. However, recent research has shown that significant inferences can be drawn by observing just the traffic pattern of a user.
Based on his observations, Bob can perform traffic analysis: recovery of secret data based on packet counts, timings, and sizes. Recent research has demonstrated that traffic analysis can be used for a number of attacks: identification of web sites visited [3] , [4] , guesses at passwords typed [5] , and recovery of phrases spoken over VoIP [6] . However, it was previously assumed that such attacks required access to one of the routers along the path of Alice's traffic. We will show that anyone who can send probe traffic to one of these routers can use the shared router queue as a side channel to carry out traffic analysis. This dramatically increases the attack surface available for traffic analysis. Even internal communication wholly contained within a network in an enterprise or military base may be subject to traffic analysis, if the network is connected to the public Internet. Likewise, even on a closed network, a lowclearance insider may be able to carry out such probes from a remote location. Remote traffic analysis can be applied to a wide variety of contexts, so we begin by discussing a few important attack scenarios.
1) Cyberstalking:
An attacker may put a particular user under surveillance in order to learn more about that user's behavior on the Internet. The motives for such individual surveillance can vary widely. An attacker may want to determine whether a user is active or not, which will help him determine whether someone is likely to be home at a given time. An attacker may also wish to construct a profile of the user: Is the user likely to be affluent? What is the user's gender? Are there children in the home?
Another possibility for attack is to de-anonymize a user pseudonym, used on a blog or a discussion board. By correlating user activity with the times that updates are posted on the blog/board, it will eventually be possible to obtain statistical evidence that implicates the user.
Finally, as stated before, some encrypted traffic analysis techniques reveal the actual contents of a user's communication: statistical models can recover characters typed based on keystroke timings, while others can recover features from encrypted VoIP calls, such as the language being spoken, or test for the presence of specific phrases.
2) Unmasking Relationships: Remote traffic analysis can also be used to detect whether two users are communicating, thus inferring social or professional relationships between them. Such communications may take the form of a direct network connection between them via TCP or VoIP, or indirect conversation by instant message. In both cases, correlation of messages leaving the computer of one user and arriving at the computer of the other can give evidence of communication.
3) Monitoring at Scale: Because each probe requires only a low volume of traffic, it is possible for attackers to monitor multiple routers at once. In addition to being able to monitor multiple people, more pervasive surveillance can provide new opportunities for monitoring. For example, when deanonymizing a pseudonym or finding connections between users, cyberstalking allows only confirmation attacks, where an existing suspicion can be confirmed or disproved, whereas more pervasive monitoring can discover previously unknown relationships.
Having discussed how our attack can be used to invade into a user's privacy on the Internet, we now discuss some of the other attacks proposed in the literature. Following that, in Section III, we formulate mathematically the problem at hand. We then present the results of our simulation and the experiment in Section IV. We conclude by describing a list of potential research problems in Section V, that arise out of the observations made in this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Perhaps the most related work to our proposed attack is the "clogging" attack proposed by Back et al. [7] , which was proposed as an attack against low-latency anonymity schemes. As the name suggests, anonymous communication schemes allow their users to communicate with one another while masking the relationships between the users, i.e. concealing who communicates with whom. The majority of these schemes forward end-user traffic though redirecting relays, using multilayered encryption between the source and every intermediate relay. This is done to rebuff traffic analysis and guarantee endto-end privacy. The layered encryption is implemented through a series of relay nodes creating a virtual "anonymous tunnel". In the clogging attack proposed in [7] , an adversary at one end of an anonymous tunnel can determine which nodes participate in the tunnel by sequentially clogging each of the possible relays and looking for a corresponding drop in the throughput across the tunnel. However, given the current architecture of the Internet, launching such an attack is infeasible because it would require very high bandwidth and time.
Murdoch and Danezis [8] proposed a dramatically lowercost form of this attack and validated in the Tor network [9] . In their attack, a malicious server, through an on-off traffic pattern, systematically clogs an anonymous tunnel, while measuring the latency of the connections that run across all relays. The relays with latency functions that are most correlated to the clogging periods are identified as the members of the tunnel. Evans et al. [10] extended this attack to require less bandwidth by using long paths in the Tor network. Finally, Chakravarty et al. [11] showed that similar attacks can be used to detect normal Internet routers that forward Tor paths, as opposed to just Tor nodes, by using available bandwidth estimation techniques [12] . These attacks are structurally similar to our attack, but the probes are used to detect the presence of an attacker-controlled flow in order to violate anonymity guarantees. In our attack, the flow of interest is not under the attackers control, thus our problem exploits a side channel, rather than a covert one. In particular, previous work has used coarse-grained on-off patterns to detect flow presence, whereas we show that it is possible to infer finegrained information about a user flow.
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We will consider a time slotted system. In each time slot, we will assume that there can be at most one packet arrival from each stream. This assumption is valid if we sample the time fine enough. Let x 
Let stream 1 denote the string of pings, and let stream 2 denote the traffic pattern of the other user. Define the arriving time of the n th packet in the k th queue as
and define the departure time of the n th packet from the k th queue as
Then the roundtrip time of the n th packet is
Also, we define the number of arriving packets in one queue between two consecutive arrivals in the other queue,x k n .
The correlation between the roundtrip times of the pings and the traffic pattern in the other stream is
We will analyze the performance of first come first served, and the round-robin policy against our attack in terms of the correlation metric in the following section.
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
To estimate the effectiveness of our attack, we first ran a series of simulation experiments. We captured both the time of arrival of the packets and the packet sizes of real traffic arriving to our computer using Wireshark. These captured packets represent the user's traffic, about which the attacker wants to learn. The packets were captured in two scenarios, one while browsing the Internet, and second while playing a video on Youtube. The average traffic data rate is vastly different in these two scenarios, it is 21.8 KBps while browsing and 105 KBps while watching the video.
We then generate a stream of equally spaced pings, each of size 74 Bytes, and compute the roundtrip time of these pings as seen by the attacker. Roundtrip times are calculated both for the case when FCFS policy is implemented at the router and when the policy used is round-robin. We vary the frequency of these pings: 5, 50, and 500 pings/sec, which correspond to a ping data rate of 0.37, 3.7, and 37 kBps, respectively. These rates are too small for the router to suspect the presence of an attack.
The router's service rate was fixed at 296 kBps. Figures  2, 3 , and 4 plot the round trip time of each ping frequency for FCFS and round-robin policy. The top plot in each figure depicts the user's traffic, sampled at the arrival times of the pings. The middle plot is the round trip time of attacker's pings when FCFS policy is used and the bottom plot the round trip
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE ICC 2010 proceedings It is clearly seen that as long as the ping is not too infrequent, there is a high correlation between the input traffic and the round trip times. While the round-robin policy only reveals whether the user is active or not, the FCFS policy reveals the exact pattern. This is however not true at high ping frequencies when round-robin policy reveals as much information as the FCFS policy, and hence is vulnerable.
The simulations above demonstrate the potential of our proposed attack to uncover the traffic pattern of a remote user. Can this attack be used in practice? To answer this question, we setup a testbed. We observed traffic of a home DSL user Fig. 4 . Ping rate = 500 pings/sec in Illinois, while simultaneously sending a ping probe from a computer in New Jersey at a frequency of 100 per second. Round trip times were calculated and were later compared with the actual traffic pattern of the home user. Figure 5 shows the results of our experiment. The user's traffic is shown in green, and the round-trip times of the ping probe are shown in red. It is quite clear from the figure that there is a correlation between the two. Note that the data rate of the pings is less than 50 Kbps of bandwidth, and is unlikely to be noticed. DISCUSSION We have successfully demonstrated a nefarious attack that takes advantage of the side channel introduced by shared routing resources within packet-based networks, such as the Internet. The performance of the attack was shown using real traffic and simulation of FCFS and round-robin policies. This simple attack is so powerful because the queuing policies are not designed with purpose of preserving privacy of the users. Rather, they are designed having delay-throughput trade-offs in mind. This work illustrates the urgency for development of privacy preserving scheduling policies. The objective of such a policy will be to minimize the correlations between the traffic patterns of one user and the roundtrip times (or the waiting times) of the packets of the other user. Moreover, while correlation-based metrics such as (6) are commonly used for determining the amount of information an adversary can learn via the side channel, information-theoretically one would like to determine the maximum rate of information an attacker can reliably learn based on the observations available to her/him. Thus, a privacy-preserving scheduling policy must in fact increase the uncertainly of the adversary.
In the most general formulation of the problem, the goal of the attacker is to maximize the mutual information I(Y ; X|Z) where X denotes the traffic pattern of interest, Y is the observed waiting time of the probe signal, and Z denotes the probe signal. The queuing policy is modeled by the transition probability p(Y |X, Z). Finding an optimal privacy-preserving policy in terms of either minimizing the correlation metric or the conditional mutual information will be the focus of our future work.
